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													Starter conference about the world of blockchain industry and beyond


							
							On November Fourteenth, Seven Star Hotel, New York
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																							About Bitcoin in General
																						

										
Cryptocurrency is a digital payment system in which banks are not involved in verifying transactions. It is a peer-to-peer system that allows any user, anywhere, to send and receive payments. Cryptocurrency payments exist solely in digital form in an online database describing specific transactions. They do not involve transactions with physical money, which has the ability to circulate and exchange in the real world. When funds are transferred in cryptocurrency, the transactions are recorded in a public registry. Cryptocurrency is stored in digital wallets.




The term Cryptocurrency came into use because encryption (cryptography) is used to verify transactions: advanced encryption is used to store and transmit cryptocurrency data between wallets and to public registries. The purpose of encryption is to ensure reliability and security.
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											Anonymity and openness of the blockchain is a good thing

											Blockchain is open, everyone can see everything. So Bitcoin has no anonymity, it has “pseudonymity. For example, if an attacker demands a ransom for aView More
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											Miners keep the network secure

											You’ve probably heard about the miners, the giant mining farms that are built next to power plants. What do they do? They waste 10 minutesView More
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											Blockchain is efficient and scalable, conventional money will die out

											Quote #3: “The combination of “blockchain technology + personal body connectome” will allow all human thoughts to be encoded and made available in a standardizedView More
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											Blockchain is a gigantic distributed computer

											If you haven’t been exposed to the principles of blockchain, but have only heard reviews of the technology, you might be under the impression thatView More
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												Preparing to the conference
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												The speaker leads his presentation
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												Preparing speakers for the conference
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												Preparing for a new blockchain conference
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												Crypto conference in Hamburg
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												Participants capture the important points
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													 How Blockchain Is Revolutionizing the Digital World
												

												
																								

													07/21/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												We are living in a time of opportunity, where cryptocurrencies and digital assets are shaping the future of our financial systems. Blockchain, the underlying technologyView More
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													 The Hidden Prospects of Blockchain Technology: Unearthing Its Potential Beyond the Obvious
												

												
																								

													05/08/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												Blockchain technology, with its decentralized and secure nature, has garnered significant attention in recent years. While it is widely known for its role in underpinningView More
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													 Unlocking the Future: 5 Game-Changing Blockchain Trends for Your Blockchain Development Service in 2023
												

												
																								

													05/08/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												Introduction to blockchain development service As a blockchain development service provider, staying up-to-date with the latest industry trends is crucial for offering cutting-edge solutions toView More
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													 Blockchain Technology: Reshaping the Online Gambling Industry
												

												
																								

													04/28/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												The online gambling industry has seen rapid growth over the past few years, and this is largely due to advancements in technology. One such advancementView More
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													 Unlocking the Future: A Comprehensive Crypto Market Forecast for the Next Decade
												

												
																								

													04/11/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												As a cryptocurrency enthusiast, I have always been fascinated by the potential of blockchain technology and how it can revolutionize various industries. Over the years,View More
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													 Public Sector Blockchain in Canada
												

												
																								

													03/10/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												The Internet era has brought us a new phenomenon known as cryptocurrency. At the same time, many people still do not have even a roughView More
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													 Crypto fraud 2023: how one hour can decide the fate of $100,000
												

												
																								

													02/10/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												A few weeks ago, Sam Bankman-Fried, co-founder of the bankrupt FTX crypto exchange, was accused by US regulators of running a multi-year scheme to defraudView More
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													 Reasons Why It Is Better To Bet On Esports With Dogecoin?
												

												
																								

													01/23/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												In the digital world, cryptocurrency and online gambling go hand in hand. All in all, those who wager on sports, esports, and online casinos areView More
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													 In what ways may the Esports industry benefit fromblockchain?
												

												
																								

													01/23/2023

												

												
																							
											
											
												Blockchain technology is proving to be a useful tool as it develops across a wide range of businesses, and in sports—a fair surprise is—doing itView More
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													 Binance and you won’t go wrong.
												

												
																								

													07/06/2022

												

												
																							
											
											
												Choosing a cryptocurrency exchange is a difficult challenge for a newcomer: there are dozens of platforms today, and each has its pros and cons. TheView More
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													 Why do gamers never get used to Web3 games?
												

												
																								

													05/18/2022

												

												
																							
											
											
												Most gamers have no idea what WEB – 3.0 is and still prefer traditional video games For years, playing video games was easy. All youView More
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													 Bitcoin is on the verge of “losing relevance”.
												

												
																								

													03/04/2022

												

												
																							
											
											
												Bitcoin is on the verge of “losing relevance,” and its last gasp was already visible on the horizon before the collapse of FTX, writes BusinessView More
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													 What factors affect the bitcoin value?
												

												
																								

													03/03/2022

												

												
																							
											
											
												First and foremost is the surplus money supply of the U.S. dollar. That is, bitcoin grows when there are essentially no dollars to invest. TheView More
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													 How cryptoinfluencers help deceive gullible investors
												

												
																								

													02/16/2022

												

												
																							
											
											
												Some cryptoinfluencers have already been caught helping to promote various coins and participating in “pump and dump” schemes, helping to defraud unsuspecting investors. Many onlineView More
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													 Etherium overtook bitcoin thanks to a 5% jump in 30 minutes
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												ETH/USD has been doing better than BTC in recent days. Indeed, while BTC is up 2.26% in 24 hours and 1.64% in a week soView More
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													 Anonymity and openness of the blockchain is a good thing
												

												
																								

													01/05/2016

												

												
																							
											
											
												Blockchain is open, everyone can see everything. So Bitcoin has no anonymity, it has “pseudonymity. For example, if an attacker demands a ransom for aView More
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													 Miners keep the network secure
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												You’ve probably heard about the miners, the giant mining farms that are built next to power plants. What do they do? They waste 10 minutesView More
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													 Blockchain is efficient and scalable, conventional money will die out
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												Quote #3: “The combination of “blockchain technology + personal body connectome” will allow all human thoughts to be encoded and made available in a standardizedView More
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													 Blockchain is a gigantic distributed computer
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												If you haven’t been exposed to the principles of blockchain, but have only heard reviews of the technology, you might be under the impression thatView More

											

											
										

										
									
								

												
 
				
 
			
 
						
					
														
															
									Some helpful information about The Metaverse 

								
 
							
							
								
																			
					                	
						                   	
Inspired by the example of Walt Disney, who controlled all of his intellectual property, Superplastic founder Paul Budnitz creates characters in the meta universe and gets royalties for featuring the characters he created in movies that haven’t even been made.




Superplastic founder Paul Budnitz has spent the last five years on the shores of Lake Champlain, where he and a team of designers have created digital characters and complex storylines that should attract millions of fans – and, if all goes well, billions of dollars – in entertainment, music, fashion, NFT and cryptocurrency in the nascent Web3 world.
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												The current character: the heroes of the Metaverse.

											

										

																			
					                	
						                   	
In the near future, the developers of meta-villages intend to facilitate the use of meta-villages and abandon cumbersome and expensive equipment in favor of cheaper and more compact virtual reality glasses.




It should also be noted that the development of meta-villages attracts the attention of regulatory bodies, both from global organizations, such as the European Union, and local regulators. As the sector develops, controls over users and businesses will increase in order to protect the rights and interests of participants in the meta-world.
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												Meta universes and Web3.0 will be the main market trends.

											

										

																			
					                	
						                   	
The virtual reality industry has grown to nearly 150 digital worlds at the end of Q4 2022, researchers found.




The volume of virtual worlds at the end of the IV quarter of 2022 was 148 pieces. It is reported by analysts of consulting firm Metaversed.




According to researchers’ calculations, the most users still remain on the projects model Web2. For example, the largest virtual world is fixed in the game-meta universe Roblox, which accounts for about 202 million active players on a monthly basis.
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												The Metavirtual world market has reached nearly 150 virtual worlds.
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Our cryptocurrency conference has a new partner: Vitalijus Kuzmicius from Casino Online 24 LT. He will lead the crypto gambling track at our conference and will talk about the prospects of this industry.
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Looking for where to find the latest and most relevant reviews of online casinos, game offerings, bonus offers and payment methods? - Hungarian experts Legjobbkaszino.hu are always ready to help you in this matter!
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Canada has many reputable cryptocurrency platforms. No surprise that Canada is a leader in the crypto startup industry.
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Solutions Architecture Services to design the architecture of your future blockchain project
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Analysts eagerly discuss the 'S&P 500 forecast today', anticipating significant market movements. With the focus on the 'S&P 500 forecast today', investors adjust their portfolios accordingly.
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Get access to the most liquid, secure and the best crypto derivatives exchanges in the market. Trade options and futures contracts with low fees and high liquidity.
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Parimatch - the best betting site , just choose your best and win
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Coinspeaker covers all aspects of finance, stocks, technology, FinTech, blockchain, cryptocurrencies, payments, and the commercial sphere. We present a mix of regular cryptocurrency news, technology reviews, daily and weekly market updates, interviews with experts, and more, always striving to deliver the main story in a simple and accurate factual style.
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If you're interested in playing Sweet Bonanza, it's important to understand that this game is quite different from other slots.
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Various crypto casinos in the UK are now in the spotlight, as bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are gaining popularity by the hour.

















 
															
 
											
 
				
 
			
 
				
		
			
						
			
				
					A Quick Overview of Us
[image: ]			We are a time of opportunity for cryptocurrencies and digital assets: cases and analytics on decentralized technologies, investments and legislative regulation. Decentralized finance as an innovative alternative to the new age financial sector.
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Our Contacts
    	
         4838 Traction Street,
          Spartanburg City, South Carolina, 29302
      
	
         Phone: +843-907-7718
      
	
         Mail: [email protected]
      
	
         Facebook
      
	
         Instagram
      
	
         YouTube
      
	
         Skype
      
	
         Twitch
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